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Ugo Ifezue
Product Designer
ifezue.ug@gmail.com
www.behance.net/ifezue

In addition to a strong background in design, I can create and/or translate UI/UX design
wireframes to actual code that will produce visual elements of applications. I can bridge the gap
between graphical design and technical implementation, taking an active role on both sides and
defining how the application looks as well as how it works

WORK EXPERIENCE Entermotion
Product Designer
As the sole UI designer, I was tasked with conducting design research into
creating a new kind of learning experience: 
- I created wireframes of the user experience, and high-fidelity mockups of
the user interface, using Sketch app and Marvel app;
June 2018 - September 2018 Kansas, United States

Heftybyte
Senior UI Designer
1. Develop and maintain a detailed UI design style guide  
2. Oversee the development and delivery of effective user interfaces across a
range of client websites and mobile apps 
3. Wireframe and prototype mobile and web app concepts
April 2017 - May 2018 New York, United States

Intelia.io
UI Designer & Developer
1. Built out mockups, wireframes for mobile apps and web apps 
2. I crafted engaging user experiences and interfaces for clients’  
apps using Sketch, InvisionApp, Zeplin to create the design  
language of apps and hand over to developers 
3. I created wireframes, storyboards, user flows, process flows and  
site maps to effectively communicate interaction and design  
ideas
October 2016 - April 2017 Lagos, Nigeria

ICH
User Interface / User Experience Designer.
1. I designed, prototyped, and developed the user interface for  
websites, using Sublime text (HTML, SASS, JQuery); Sketch 
2. Researched user needs and requirements and identify areas where  
changes can make maximum impact on clients’ web apps 
March 2016 - August 2016 Lagos, Nigeria
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VConnect
User Interface / User Experience Developer.
1. Developed the mobile site’s layout-creating wireframes and  
mockups, and also building the presentation logic modules to  
piece the layouts together. 
2. I ensured the product logically flows from one step to another— 
identifying verbal and non-verbal stumbling blocks to get the  
“best” user experience 
3. Collaborated with product management and engineering to define 
and implement innovative solutions for the product direction,  
visuals and experience
May 2015 - March 2016 Lagos, Nigeria

SKILLS Balsamiq, CSS3, HTML5, InVison, JavaScript, Jquery, Marvel, Sketch, UI Design , User
Research , UX Design, Wireframes

http://www.vconnect.com/

